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TRYING TO TRUST
Thy will be done, Thy will be done, Thy will be done
We have shared in several letters about our

I’ve known that she isn’t “ours” and she could

neighborhood friend, E, who became a believer

move anytime, I was apparently holding onto her

last fall. It was such a faith booster getting to

with a tighter grip than I realized. I want her here

walk with her from curiosity about Jesus to

with us…not in the next city over and certainly

identifying with him through baptism. It’s also

not on a diﬀerent continent.

been encouraging to see aspects of her life

Yet when I read her text message right as a

change: a better relationship with her mother

chaotic English class was beginning (pictured

and sister, the provision of a really good job with

above), instead of feeling disappointment or

thoughtful coworkers, and overall better health.
One of our neighbors recently mentioned to me

frustration, song lyrics popped into my mind.
The refrain is “Thy will be done, Thy will be done,

for the second time that she’s noticed a huge

Thy will be done…” I know my normal reaction

diﬀerence in E’s face…others are noticing, too!

would be “Nooo! Staaay! Don’t gooo!” I was and

Anyway, we were so encouraged that she

still am grateful for that moment, which I believe

was the first fruit of this church planting eﬀort. In

was the Holy Spirit helping me release her for

my mind (Roberta), I assumed that she would be

this next season.

a committed foundational member.
A few months ago, she told us about an

Possessiveness of believers is an issue in

What is in the lot next to our
house?

the church in Japan - and apparently in my

A) Toddler tunnels for the park

opportunity to study abroad for two years in

heart, too. Fruit is precious and rare. Yet rather

B) Gutters for road construction

Finland. She applied, and then she let us know

than hoarding, we want to release. Please pray

C) Fishing equipment for the port

Tuesday morning that she got accepted.

for her, that God grows her in faith in Christ and

D) Pieces for Robert’s new hobby:

Golly. This is not what I was expecting and

knowledge of his Word. And pray for us as we

certainly not what I was hoping for. As much as

try to trust God with our “first fruit” and friend.
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Concrete Tetris.
(Answer on page 2)
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Our extended family in Japan - a week with A2 aunts, uncles, and cousins
Since 2005 when I (Robert) moved to

we were able to honor a neat lady who is

Japan, a highlight every year is traveling to the
mountains in Nagano Prefecture for a week-long

finishing her 43-year career with A2 in Japan
(wow!), and hearing her stories of God’s

conference with our entire mission organization.

faithfulness was quite inspiring.

When I was in my 20’s, this was a time to

Additionally, being in a diﬀerent, less humid

explore a new part of Japan, stay up late talking

place surrounded by trees was really lovely. We

to friends, and have my faith challenged and

enjoyed the green (our immediate neighborhood

strengthened by the guest speaker.

is pretty much solid concrete). Whether solo jogs

Fast forward 13 years, and it is a slightly

(Robert) or morning walks with friends (Roberta),

diﬀerent experience. Although I have less energy

we enjoyed the beauty of our surroundings.

to hang out late into the evening, I am still

Kids like us

refreshed. Although I come home pretty

Our boys are having a great experience

exhausted from interrupted sleep, I am thankful

growing up in a foreign country. There are also

for the rich experience with our A2 community.

aspects about this life that are hard on them.

Consistent relationships

They have inconsistencies in their language

Living in Japan and partnering with

abilities (depending on the area of life, they may

Japanese churches leads to a lifestyle full of

be better in Japanese or English). Joseph looks

transition. Although all missionaries experience
entirely too many goodbyes, we perhaps had

like a normal American boy, but his heart is
wired in some ways that are very Japanese (for

more than usual last term because of so many

example, he usually prefers fish and white rice to

volunteer teams and short-term interns

a hamburger).

connected to the disaster. In addition, Japan has

For the week we are in Karuizawa, our boys

a lot of tenkin or mandatory job transfers that

are surrounded by kids who understand them in

impacts many jobs (educators, bankers, various

a way that few people really can (including their

company workers, and people in the military

parents). They play in an environment full of

move roughly every 3 years). With so much

English and Japanese with kids who have a

transition, having a somewhat consistent

complicated cultural identity. We are grateful that

missionary community helps keep us anchored.

these relationships provide consistency and

Spiritual Refreshment

allow them to be known in a special way.

We are thankful that our mission invests in

Back to reality

us by bringing someone to teach us, someone

In some ways, it is a bit of a mountain top

to lead us in (mostly) English worship, and a

experience going literally from sea level to 1,000

team of people to care for our kids. We are also

meters…and back to sea level. We appreciate

refreshed through conversations over meals,
after the kids go to bed at night, and during

your prayers as we try to hold onto what God
reminded us of and taught us.

small group sharing in the sessions. This year

Fondly, R, R, J, B & A

Partner

Specific Prayer Points

Contact Info

To partner financially:

• Worship services twice a month in our
neighborhood
• Summer activities including several large
kids events in our neighborhood and an
English day camp with a team from CA
• R’s continuing role co-supervising a team
of 5 missionaries in Kyushu
• Language and culture skills for all 5 of us
• Community of believers to form in East
Shiogama
• Our family - periods of rest and fun

Robert
Roberta

radair@asianaccess.org
roberta@asianaccess.org

Address:

Robert & Roberta Adair
985-0004
Miyagi-ken Shiogama-shi
Fujikura 2-6-5

Web:

www.adairupdate.com

www.simusa.org/give then click
“support a missionary” (#038207)
Or by mail: SIM USA
P.O. Box 7900
Charlotte, NC 28241-7900
Memo: R&R Adair Support #038207
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connected to drainage repairs after 3/11.
community - partly connected to widening the roads and partly
Answer from page 1: B. There is a lot of road construction in our

